Symantec Endpoint Protection Cloud (SEP Cloud) is industry-leading security that provides cardano protection and total peace of mind.

What is SEP Cloud subscription?

SEP Cloud is backed by Symantec’s global intelligence network that provides real-time updates across endpoints to detect and prevent threats. SEP Cloud offers a scalable platform that enables customers with varying security needs to deploy the solution that meets their requirements. SEP Cloud delivers fast and effective security to protect against threats such as malware, ransomware, and zero-day attacks.

Cloud-enabled Content Updates

SEP Cloud is designed to provide customers with a single console for endpoint protection, data loss prevention, and cloud-based management, making it easy to manage and secure your organization’s endpoints. SEP Cloud delivers fast and effective security to protect against threats such as malware, ransomware, and zero-day attacks.

Latest Product Innovations

SEP Cloud is an add-on to Symantec’s Endpoint Protection platform, providing enhanced security features such as Advanced Machine Learning™ and Memory Exploit Mitigation™. The combination of these cutting-edge technologies ensures that SEP Cloud delivers not only the latest security features and technology innovations but also maintains ongoing supportability.

Technical Support

SEP Cloud offers a global reach with 1,200 support professionals and 24/7/365 access to skilled Technical Support Engineers. SEP Cloud also includes Cloud Support, providing critical incident handling, providing suspicious file analysis, and offering prioritized handling of suspicious files by Symantec’s Security Response Team.

Self-help Resources

SEP Cloud provides self-help resources such as the Symantec Knowledgebase, which includes technical notes, how-to’s, and tips. Additionally, SEP Cloud provides access to the Symantec Connect forum, allowing customers to engage online with other customers and Symantec technicians.

Important Compliance Considerations

SEP Cloud is designed to meet the most stringent security and regulatory requirements, ensuring compliance with industry standards and best practices. SEP Cloud provides comprehensive visibility and reporting capabilities to help organizations meet their compliance obligations.

Click on a section to learn more.